Modified axisymmetric, finite-length Taylor-Couette ͑TC͒ cells with stationary outer cylinder and rotating inner cylinder are designed in an effort to produce simultaneous onset of toroidal vortices of continuously varying wavelength along the gap. For a given axial variation in the inner radius, the axial variation in the outer radius can be chosen such that at every axial position, the criterion for the onset of Taylor vortices in a corresponding classical TC cell is met. In one scenario, a conical inner cylinder is chosen and the shape of the outer cylinder is then determined by locally satisfying the onset criterion. In another scenario, the inner and outer radii are chosen such that the onset criterion is locally satisfied and the axial rate of change in the classical onset wave number is held constant. In both cases, the modified cells possess a large-scale meridional circulation wrought by the finite Ekman ͑Bödewadt͒ pumping on the inner ͑outer͒ cylinder walls. Using direct numerical simulation, it is found that for sufficiently large aspect ratio, there exists a critical rotation rate for the simultaneous transition from the base flow to counter-rotating toroidal vortices throughout the varying-radius region. The vortices propagate in the direction of decreasing gap width with a phase speed that decreases with increasing aspect ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the authors 1 designed finite-length modified Taylor-Couette ͑TC͒ cells with a stationary outer cylinder of constant radius and rotating inner cylinder with stepped radius. The radii on either side of the step were conjugate in the sense that both possessed the same critical rotation rate for the onset to Taylor vortices, but the vortices filling the discontinuous gap possessed different ͑conjugate͒ wave numbers, these being the wave numbers given by linear stability theory for corresponding infinite-aspect-ratio TC cells. Numerical and physical experiments showed that away from the end walls and the radial discontinuity on the inner cylinder, there was excellent agreement with linear stability theory in terms of the rotation rate for the onset of instability and the coexisting onset wave numbers. This phenomenon was described as "tailored Taylor vortices."
In the present work we consider the possibility of producing, at a critical rotation rate of the inner cylinder, the onset of toroidal Taylor vortices of continuously varying wave number along the entire length of the annulus. We attempt to accomplish this feat by proper smooth variation in both the inner and outer radii of a finite-length TC cell. We describe this phenomenon as "continuously tailored Taylor vortices."
There have been many experimental, theoretical, and numerical investigations of the formation of Taylor vortices in axisymmetric cells other than those formed by coaxial right circular cylinders. These geometries include coaxial spheres, [2] [3] [4] [5] ellipsoids, 5 and cones. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Other geometries include cone and cylinder combinations, 5, 7 and cells for which the inner wall has a sinusoidal [11] [12] [13] or hourglass 14 variation in inner radius with an outer cylinder of fixed radius. Several authors [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] investigated coaxial cylinder Couette cells with subcritical ramps at the ends in order to eliminate wavelength selection from the boundaries.
Of particular relevance to our design and analysis are works involving flow in the closed system between coaxial, constant gap, cones with inner cone rotating and outer cone stationary. [5] [6] [7] 9, 10 In such a system, there is a large-scale meridional circulation driven by the imbalance of centrifugal forces at the rotor boundary that is superposed on the basic swirl motion. In the meridional plane, fluid moves along the rotor boundary in the direction of increasing radius and returns along the stator boundary, resulting in a fully threedimensional flow. The strength of the meridional circulation has a major influence on Taylor-vortex formation and is dependent on rotor angular velocity, cone apex angle, and gap width. 6 At a critical rotor angular velocity, Taylor vortices first appear at the end of the cell with largest inner radius where the azimuthal velocity is greatest. As the rotor angular velocity is increased further, additional Taylor vortices appear along the cell until the entire gap is populated with vortices. These vortices are distinct from those found in a classical TC system in two respects. First, the vortices translate in the direction of increasing rotor radius. Second, neighboring clockwise and counterclockwise vortices are not reflectively symmetric: vortices with the same sense of rotation as the large-scale circulation are stronger and larger than those with the opposite sense of rotation. Because the system is closed and the vortices are propagating, vortices periodically form in the region of small radius and merge with endwall vortices in the region of large radius. For a cone apex angle of 16.03°, Wimmer 6 found that the phase velocity of these vortices decayed linearly with increasing Reynolds number until the entire cell was filled with toroidal and/or helical Taylor vortices and a statistical steady state was reached. The steady state was found to be nonunique and typically nonaxisymmetric. Here, however, we limit our analysis to axisymmetric solutions in the neighborhood of criticality.
It is known that the addition of a base flow can change the stability characteristics of TC flow. For example, TC flow between constant-radii cylinders in the presence of a mean axial flow increases the critical rotation rate for the formation of Taylor vortices. [20] [21] [22] Such stabilization was also observed by Ali and Weidman 23 in constant-radii TC cells where the large-scale meridional circulation is driven by a radial temperature gradient, 23, 24 with gravity acting downward along the rotation axis. Heating induces a flow reminiscent of that seen in Wimmer's 6 coaxial cones: flow along the heated rotor moves opposite to gravity while the flow along the stator moves in the direction of gravity. In this case traveling asymmetric toroidal vortices can also be observed. Similar phenomena were observed in TC flow with simulated radial gravity. 25 The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the design criterion for our TC cells that should, in the absence of weak circulation, theoretically produce the same critical rotation rate at all axial positions. Section III discusses the numerical method used to generate all solutions. Section IV presents the results for a conical rotor and Sec. V discusses other rotor designs. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.
II. CELL DESIGN
We consider axisymmetric cells like that shown in Fig.  1 , where the inner cylinder is rotating with angular velocity ⍀ and the outer cylinder and end caps are stationary. The inner and outer radius profiles, r 1 ͑z͒ and r 2 ͑z͒, vary smoothly over the region 0 Ͻ z Ͻ H. On the left and right sides are buffer zones of lengths A and B which serve to reduce the influence of vortices induced by Bödewadt layers at the stationary end walls. The fixed gap widths in the buffer zones are determined by the radii at z = 0 and z = H, such that r 1 ͑z͒ and r 2 ͑z͒ are continuous over the entire length of the cell. All boundaries are impermeable and no slip. We describe below a method for determining r 1 ͑z͒ and r 2 ͑z͒ such that the local radius ratio ͑z͒ = r 1 ͑z͒ / r 2 ͑z͒ gives the same critical rotation rate at all 0 Յ z Յ H as determined by linear stability theory for classical TC flow. While the example shown in Fig. 1 has the inner cylinder as a cone with angle , arbitrary r 1 ͑z͒ are permitted.
Taking ⍀r 1 ͑z͒ and r 2 ͑z͒ − r 1 ͑z͒ as the local characteristic velocity and length scales, the local Reynolds number at axial position z may be defined as
where is the kinematic viscosity. A critical Reynolds number R c is given by Eq. ͑1͒ with ⍀ replaced by ⍀ c , which is the critical rotation rate predicted by linear stability theory for the onset of Taylor vortices in infinite-aspect-ratio TC cells of fixed radii. To determine the radius profiles, we require that the critical rotation rate in 0 Յ z Յ H be identical to that at z = 0. Thus, because ⍀ c / must be constant, we have from Eq. ͑1͒ the following relation to be satisfied for all 0 Յ z Յ H:
There is no unique pair of profiles r 1 ͑z͒, r 2 ͑z͒ that satisfies Eq. ͑2͒. Of course, constant radii r 1 ͑z͒ = r 1 ͑0͒, r 2 ͑z͒ = r 2 ͑0͒ provide one solution. Alternatively, one may choose a profile, say, r 1 ͑z͒, and calculate ͑as described below͒ the necessary r 2 ͑z͒ that satisfies Eq. ͑2͒. In the first approach, we choose r 1 ͑z͒ with constant slope relative to the axis of rotation ͑i.e., the rotor is a truncated cone in 0 Յ z Յ H͒ and determine r 2 ͑z͒ from Eq. ͑2͒. The underlying feature of this design is that for sufficiently small, the observed critical rotation rate in the modified TC cell for the onset of toroidal vortices with varying wave number throughout the cell will approach that of constant wave number for the infiniteaspect-ratio system. Our determination of the radius profiles is founded on a detailed knowledge of the critical Reynolds number R c as a function of for infinite-aspect-ratio TC cells; these data, obtained ͑with the eigenvalue code described in Tagg Roberts, 28 and DiPrima et al. 29 is found in Ref. 1 . In this first design, as discussed above, the inner radius is chosen to have a constant rate of change over the varyingradius region of the cell, i.e.,
Here, in order to further satisfy Eq. ͑2͒, we require 
where
Given a value of in Eq. ͑3͒ along with initial radii r 1 ͑0͒ and r 2 ͑0͒, Eq. ͑5a͒ constitutes an initial-value problem governing r 2 ͑z͒. Figure 3 shows ␣ for 0.2Յ Յ 0.95, where ␣ was calculated numerically from the data provided in Fig.  2͑a͒ . The data for R c were fit with cubic splines, which allows accurate interpolation and evaluation of R c and dR c / d at any in the tabulated range. It was numerically determined that ␣ =0 at = 0.4806. As such, if r 1 ͑z͒ is monotonically decreasing with z, r 2 will be decreasing for Ͼ 0.4806 and increasing for Ͻ 0.4806. Figure 3 shows that ␣ decreases rapidly with decreasing for ␣ Ͻ 0. In this investigation we anticipate that slow variations in the gap width will be more amenable to simultaneous onset of variable-length vortices, and for this reason we restrict our designs to those where ␣ varies slowly with , i.e., the region Ͼ 0.4806.
In all cases with Eq. ͑3͒ satisfied, we select a value of and integrate Eq. ͑5a͒, with a first-order explicit scheme, from z = 0 with r 1 ͑0͒ / r 2 ͑0͒ = 0.9 to z = H such that variation in this parameter in the constant-gap cell. It is clear that for the coaxial cone geometry, R can be supercritical at one end and subcritical at the other.
III. NUMERICAL METHOD
Direct numerical simulations of the axisymmetric ͑two-dimensional͒ incompressible Navier-Stokes equations were performed with a spectral finite-element program described in detail elsewhere. 30 We solve for velocities ͑u , v , w͒ in cylindrical coordinates ͑r , , z͒. Sprague et al. 1 documented how the numerical code has been validated for axisymmetric TC problems against linear stability theory and other nonlinear numerical simulations; also included is a one-to-one comparison to physical experiment. Structured meshes were designed such that four elements spanned the gap, and there were sufficiently many elements in the axial direction to maintain element aspect ratios near unity. All elements employed fifth-order basis functions; 21 nodes spanned the gap. As evidenced by time histories, simulations were integrated well into the steady or statistically steady state. Buffer-zone lengths A and B ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ were chosen to span two critical wavelengths as predicted by linear stability theory. For clarity in the discussion below we define the region that excludes the buffer zones as the varying-radius region.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin by examining solutions for = 9.8°͑corre-sponding to H / d 0 =40͒. Figure 5 shows stationary streamlines that exist at R = 0.99R c . Unlike the infinite, constantradius system, the subcritical flow is three dimensional ͑but axisymmetric͒ due to two physical effects. First, the vortices in the buffer zones owe their existence to the end-wall Bödewadt layers found there. Second, the large-scale clockwise circulation in the varying-radius region is due to the variation in centrifugal forces associated with the axial variation in azimuthal velocity at r = r 1 ͑z͒. This large-scale circulation is expected for all 0. It can have a major effect on the formation of Taylor vortices ͑see, e.g., Ref. 6͒, and its influence is expected to decrease with decreasing . Figure 6͑a͒ shows the stationary radial-velocity distribution u͓͑r 1 + r 2 ͒ / 2,z͔ at R = 0.99R c along the radial midline; this corresponds to the results shown in Fig. 5 . The radial velocity is virtually zero throughout the varying-radius region. Figure 6͑b͒ shows the persistent stationary radial velocity distribution at R = 1.05R c . Even for this supercritical Reynolds number, the flow is very similar to that for R = 0.99R c ; no toroidal vortices appear in the varying-radius region ͑other than those associated with the end walls͒. At sufficiently high supercritical Reynolds number, however, vortices eventually appear in the bulk flow. This may be seen in the results shown in Fig. 6͑c͒ at R = 1.10R c . These vortices, however, are not stationary; they are overstable waves that drift leftward in the direction of decreasing gap width ͑i.e., increasing r 1 ͒. Figure 7 shows a snapshot of the streamline pattern at R = 1.10R c in which it may be seen that vortices fill the majority of the varying-radius region, but with decreasing strength as the gap widens. The vortices are more distinct on the left end of the cell as expected from the smaller gap and larger azimuthal velocity at the boundary. The streamlines shown at the right end of the varying-radius region only exhibit the dominant clockwise rotating vortices. The insets provide magnified snapshots of the velocity vector fields at two locations. Toward the right end of the varying-radius region the vortices are all clockwise ͓Fig. 7͑c͔͒, while the clockwise vortices toward the left end are separated by weaker counterclockwise vortices ͓Fig. 7͑b͔͒. As discussed above, the vortices in the varying-radius region are traveling leftward; vortices in the buffer zones are stationary. These results are in qualitative agreement with those for a closed Couette cell formed by coaxial cones of constant gap width. 6 The dominant clockwise vortex behavior is expected due to the sense of the underlying large-scale circulation. 6 If we subtract the underlying large-scale circulation, the vortexpair symmetry is nearly recovered. This is illustrated in Fig.  8 , which shows the vector field of Fig. 7͑c͒ after subtracting the vector field calculated for R = 0.99R c ͑cf. Fig. 5͒ .
The system discussed above for = 9.8°failed to exhibit a critical rotation rate ⍀ c for simultaneous onset of Taylor vortices throughout the varying-radius region. We examine next systems satisfying the same design criteria ͓Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͔͒, but with smaller inner-cone angles in search of an upper-bound angle for which vortices appear everywhere at the same ⍀ c . This approach is founded on the assumption that as → 0, the strength of the large-scale circulation will diminish, and the flow character in a given region will approach that of an infinite-aspect-ratio TC cell with the same as that region. Because r 1 ͑H͒ and r 2 ͑H͒ are maintained at fixed values, decreasing requires a corresponding increase in cell length H. The resulting systems are simply stretched versions of the system shown in Figs. 5 and 7. Figure 9 shows snapshots of radial velocity distributions for various at R = 1.01R c . For = 4.9°͑H / d 0 =80͒, there are no apparent vortices in the varying-radius region, and the solution is stationary. However, for = 3.9°͑H / d 0 = 100͒, toroidal vortices are apparent on the left side of the varying-radius region, and a closer examination reveals low amplitude vortices throughout the varying-radius region. Vortical motion is also seen throughout the varying-radius region for = 2.6°, 2.0°, and 1.0°͑H / d 0 = 150, 200, and 400͒; it is clear that the intensity of the vortices increases with decreasing . For these solutions, vortices in the varying-radius region all migrate leftward as overstable waves. For all values of studied, simulations with R = 0.99R c exhibited no toroidal vortices in the varying-radius region, away from the Bödewadt vortices that inevitably appear at the stationary end caps. Figure 10 shows axial-velocity distributions w͑r , H / 2͒ across the gap for R = 0.99R c at z = H / 2 for the cone angles shown in Fig. 9 . While there is transfer of fluid between neighboring vortices, because we have a closed system, there is zero net flux across each section of the cell: ͐ r 1 r 2 wrdr =0. As decreases there is a corresponding reduction in the strength of the underlying large-scale circulation. For our cone-rotor designs, the large-scale circulation suppresses the formation of Taylor vortices at R = 1.01R c for all Ն 4.9°. Figure 11 shows the streamlines for = 2.0°in a region near H / 2 with R = 1.01R c , and an associated close-up velocity-field vector plot. The clockwise vortices are still dominant, but less so than in the larger system shown in Fig. 7 .
As with Taylor vortices between coaxial cones, 6 every vortex in the varying-radius region is different from every other. It is no longer appropriate to talk about wavelength in the traditional sense-the length of two symmetric counterrotating vortices. As a result, we consider a wavelength to be the axial distance between the centers of two clockwise rotating vortices separated by a subdominant counterclockwise vortex. Figure 12 shows snapshots of representative wave number distributions for = 3.9°and = 2.0°along with as- sociated critical wave numbers from linear stability theory ͓cf. Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . The agreement between the wave numbers of the unsteady vortices and the critical wave numbers k c predicted by linear stability theory is seen to improve as decreases. The observed wave number is less than that predicted by linear stability theory over the majority of the varying-radius region.
We investigate the dynamical aspect of the leftward traveling vortices for the system with = 2.0°. Animations show that the rightmost clockwise vortex in the varying-radius region splits into two clockwise vortices separated by a "dead zone" like the two vortices illustrated in Fig. 7͑c͒ . As the new lead vortex travels leftward, its speed decreases, and a trailing counterclockwise vortex emerges from the dead zone like that illustrated in Fig. 7͑b͒ . Traveling vortices ultimately merge with the clockwise end-wall vortex at the right end of the left buffer zone. In order to better quantify vortex motion, we define the vortex phase velocity c p as the axial velocity of the vortex centers. This is calculated from snapshots of radial-velocity distributions along the midline ͑e.g., Fig. 9͒ taken at two different, but close, times. The vortex motion is illustrated in Fig. 13 , which shows snapshots of the distributions of vortex phase velocity c p for several values of . Overall, the speed of the vortices decreases with decreasing , and the axial variation in phase speed diminishes to near zero over the bulk of the cell at = 1.0°. Figure 14 shows the phase velocity of the vortices at the cell midpoint z = H / 2 and at R = 1.01R c for four values of . For the cases studied, the midcell vortex phase speed decreases linearly with decreasing . This is in accordance with the strength of the largescale circulation which decreases with decreasing cone angle ͑cf. Fig. 10͒ . Figure 15 shows the vortex phase velocity at the cell midpoint as a function of R / R c over the region 1.01Յ R / R c Յ 1.09. Clearly, the phase speed decreases linearly with increasing R / R c . This feature is in agreement with the observations reported by Wimmer 6 for coaxial cones, even though simultaneous onset of Taylor vortices everywhere at a critical rotation rate was not realized in Wimmer's apparatus.
V. OTHER ROTOR AND STATOR PROFILES
While the preceding analysis focused on cases where the inner rotor was a cone, the design approach discussed in Sec. II can be applied to any r 1 ͑z͒, r 2 ͑z͒ pair of profiles. For example, one can set the variation in dk c / dz at a small constant value over the varying-radius domain 0 Ͻ z Ͻ H, which uniquely determines r 1 ͑z͒ and r 2 ͑z͒ via Eq. ͑2͒ for given r 1 ͑0͒ and r 2 ͑0͒. For H / d 0 =40 ͑dk c / dz = −0.041/ d 0 2 ͒, this criterion results in the geometry and streamline pattern for R = 1.10R c shown in Fig. 16 . These streamlines can be compared with those for the cone-rotor geometry shown in Fig.  7 , which are also for R = 1.10R c and H / d 0 = 40. While both systems have the same predicted critical rotation rate at every axial position within their varying-radius regions, clearly the cone-rotor design is more amenable to the simultaneous formation of Taylor vortices throughout the cell for a given H / d 0 . For the system shown in Fig. 16 , the large-scale circulation driven by the large axial gradient of r 1 effectively suppresses the formation of Taylor vortices. In fact, we see that Taylor vortices are more likely to form where the magnitude of dr 1 / dz is smallest, which, in this example, corresponds to the right side of the cell. We have also investigated cells where r 2 ͑z͒ = c 1 exp͑−c 2 z 2 ͒ + c 3 for constants c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 , which were chosen such that r 2 ͑z͒ had zero slope at z = 0 and near-zero slope at z = H; r 1 ͑z͒ was calculated to satisfy Eq. ͑2͒. Again, however, the cone-rotor system was significantly more amenable to simultaneous onset of Taylor vortices for a given H / d 0 . We believe that any TC geometry with inner-rotor and outer-stator profiles satisfying design criterion ͑2͒ will exhibit simultaneous onset from the base flow to Taylor-like vortices for sufficiently large H / d 0 . There may indeed be other TC geometries that exhibit simultaneous onset for smaller aspect ratios than found in our cone-rotor system, which exhibited simultaneous onset for H / d 0 Ն 100.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown how closed TC cells with axially varying inner and outer radii, with inner cylinder rotating and outer cylinder stationary, can be designed such that, at onset, Taylor vortices appear throughout the cell at the same critical rotation rate. The radii were chosen to yield a predicted critical rotation rate at all axial locations that was the same for corresponding constant-radii infinite-aspect-ratio TC cells. Our examination focused on the case where the inner rotor was a truncated cone, and all TC cells studied had profiles spanning the radius-ratio range of 0.4806Յ Յ 0.9. For the largest rotor cone angle considered ͑ = 9.8°͒, the circulation in the base flow was effective in suppressing the formation of Taylor vortices at values of R just above the predicted critical value. Vortex formation in this case was reminiscent of that in the constant gap between coaxial cones; 6 with increasing rotation rate, vortices first formed in the region of larger inner radius, and then spread through the length of the cell. For the coaxial cones, however, a given rotation rate can be supercritical ͑compared with the theoretical critical rate of constant-radii cells͒ at one end of the cell and subcritical at the other. By contrast, for our designs with rotor cone angle Յ 3.9°, Taylor vortices were present at all axial positions for R = 1.01R c , whereas only the end-wall vortices and the large-scale circulation were present for R = 0.99R c . Like the coaxial cones, vortices in our continuously tailored system traveled in the direction of increasing radius. Further, vortices with the same rotation sense as the underlying circulation were stronger and longer than those with opposite rotation sense.
As pointed out by a referee, the interior vortices that appear in the form of a traveling wave are characteristic of a convective instability. If the local group velocity c g is finite, and in the direction of phase propagation, convective instability could indeed arise. To check this possibility we estimate the local group velocity at z = H / 2 from the numerical data for = 3.9°using the relation Inserting these results into Eq. ͑6͒ gives the midchannel estimate c g = −1.3ϫ 10 −3 ⍀r 1 ͑0͒. Thus energy is transferred in the direction of wave propagation, allowing the possibility of convective instability. For the related system of Taylor vortex flow with an imposed axial flow, this was discussed in detail in Ref. 31 . An analysis of the relevant Ginzburg-Landau equation for the present system would be illuminating and provides work for future study.
For decreasing , the variable wavelength Taylor vortices observed at onset in our tailored system approach those found in infinite-aspect-ratio systems in terms of axial wave number, uniformity of intensity, half-cell symmetry, and approach to zero disturbance phase speed. Based on our results, we believe that any modified TC system with inner-rotor and outer-stator profiles satisfying our design criterion, and with sufficiently large aspect ratio, will exhibit a simultaneous transition from a steady base flow to traveling Taylor-like vortices throughout the varying radius region. Յ 0.9͒, where r 1 ͑z͒ and r 2 ͑z͒ were chosen such that dk c / dz is constant over 0 Ͻ z Ͻ H.
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